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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Directory Number range for a customer dialing plan is
2500-2599.
Which entry indicates the number of digitals of the CDP Dialed
Number (NCDP) for this dialing plan?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the following descriptions, which are belong to audio mixing
policies. ( ) (Select 3 answers)
A. The sound can be prevented from sending to an endpoint
B. You can configure the system not to process sound from one
endpoint
C. Audio mixing is performed for the several channels with
large sound, to prevent noise.
D. Audio mixing is performed for the several channels with
small sound, to prevent noise.
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3

Customer has configured fabricpath allocate-delay to 600. What
is the effect of this?
A. The allocate-delay is the time delay for a new resource to
be propagated throughout the network
B. It specifies the time delay for a link bringup to detect
conflicts
C. The allocate-delay is the time for FP to go Into forwarding
state
D. It specifies the time delay for a transitioned value to be
propagated throughout the network
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Specifies the time delay for a new resource to be propagated
throughout the network.
http://www.cisco.com/web/techdoc/dc/reference/cli/nxos/commands
/fpath/fabricpath_timers.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
In which two ways does the BGP graceful capability preserve
prefix information during a restart? (Choose two)
A. The peer router sends an end-of-RIB message to the
restarting router.
B. The restarting router does not remove any stale prefixes
after the timer for stale entries
expires.
C. The restarting router removes any stale prefixes after the
timer for stale entries expires.
D. The router establishes BGP sessions with other routers and
relearns the BGP routes from others that are also capable of
graceful restart. The restarting router waits to receive
updates from the neighboring routers.
E. The peer router immediately removes the BGP routers that it
learned from the restarting router from its BGP routing tables.
Answer: C,D
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